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I believe in Scrum, I am intrigued by people and their behaviors and I have a passion for teaching – those
are the drivers behind my work. I got introduced to Scrum in the early 2000s:
“My first Scrum would be the creation of if.com; a Scottish internet bank which went from greenfield to
production in 10 months. I’m talking 2001, and we didn’t even know the word ‘Scrum’. But in our project
with hundreds of developers we went live every month, we built every night, we had daily meetings and
daily project manager meetings. All aspects of Scrum were there and the experience prompted me to
search for like-minded people. I found a few unknown guys, one called Schwaber, the other one Cohn. The
Agile Alliance just emerged, Ken was heading it up and Mike needed assistance in one of the programs.
The rest is history…”
The longer I work with Scrum, study the principles, and see the effects of teams using the framework, the
more I believe in the power of simplicity. “Do the simplest thing that can possibly work” – Occam’s razor
– is the only way to get complex development done, to get results, and to have a steering mechanism
during development.
People and behaviors, the first value in the Agile Manifesto, is another passion. Maybe I was a psychologist
in another life, or I will become on in my next life. Motivation of people, the factors that drive passion,
learning, improving – these concepts are counter intuitive at best. And they are key for industry:
productivity and quality are drivers in competition.
Teaching as a way to transfer experience, to tell stories that make concepts stick – it pleases me when I
get good feedback, and I have work to do when feedback is not good. There is always work to do, responding
to new challenges, changing cultures, new business or governmental environments – teaching is never the
same between one class and the next.
All my work is based on experience, coaching teams in their steps to move from the classic waterfall
process to the Scrum process. Steps in which teams have to learn new practices and embrace new thinking,
steps in which they unlearn and get rid of muscle memory, and steps in which they learn to distinguish
which old practices are good in the new framework. I’ve worked with startups, sometimes for years, I
worked with distributed teams, teams in the US, Europe, Middle East and the Far East plus mixes of all
of those countries sometimes in a single team. Global organizations are a passion, changing process in a
15,000 people organization is a challenge I enjoyed. Working for the US government is a developing passion,
learning to maneuver between government and contractor, while staying true to the Scrum principles.
Besides all that business life there is a personal life, with family and friends, with salsa and bachata,
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Scrum is Hard and Disruptive
Ken Schwaber, 2006.
1. Scrum is a framework for iterative, incremental development using cross-functional, selfmanaging teams. It is built on industry best practices, lean thinking, and empirical process
control.
2. Scrum is optimized for high yield product management and product development. Scrum is
particularly appropriate for high risk, complex, large projects and can be used when other parts
of the endeavor are hardware or even waterfall development.
3. If waterfall suits current needs, continue using it.
4. An enterprise can use Scrum as a tool to become the best product development and
management organization in its market. Scrum will highlight every deficiency and impediment
that the enterprise has so the enterprise can fix them and change into such an organization.
5. Whenever an enterprise modifies or only partially implements Scrum, it is hiding or obscuring
one or more dysfunctionalities that restrict its competence in product development and
management.
6. The iterative, incremental nature of Scrum puts stress on the product development
organization to improve its engineering skills and on the product management organization to
optimize the return on investment of every release and project. The phrase, “That can’t be done
here” really means that it will be very difficult to do so. The gap between current practices and
target practices is a measure of incompetence and competitive risk.
7. The use of Scrum to become an optimized product development and management
organization is a change process that must be led from the top and requires change by everyone
within the enterprise. Change is extremely difficult and fraught with conflict, and may take
many years of sustained effort. Turnover of staff and management can be expected.
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Scrum is Hard and Disruptive (cont’d)
Ken Schwaber, 2006.
8. The most serious impediments to using Scrum are habits of waterfall, predictive thinking
over the last twenty to thirty years; these have spawned command and control management,
belief that demanding something will make it happen, and the willingness of development to cut
quality to meet dates. These are inbred habits that we aren’t even aware of anymore.
9. The focus of using Scrum is the change from old habits to new ways of doing business. Scrum
is not implemented or rolled-out as a process; it is used to foment change.
10. Scrum is not a methodology that needs enhancing. That is how we got into trouble in the first
place, thinking that the problem was not having a perfect methodology. Effort centers on the
changes in the enterprise that is needed.
11. Iterative, incremental development is much harder than waterfall development; everything
that was hard in waterfall engineering practices now has to be done every iteration, and this is
incredibly hard. It is not impossible, but has to be worked toward over time.
12. Managing a release or project to deliver only the highest value functionality and not deliver
the rest optimizes value [and] is the job of product management and customers.
13. Self-managing teams are extremely productive. When they work closely with the customer
to derive the best solution to a need, they and the customer are even more productive.
14. A team consists of people under pressure to do their best. Conflict is natural and the team
needs to know how to deal with the conflict and have resources to draw on when needed.
15. The role of an enterprises management changes from telling people what to do to leading
and helping everyone do their best to achieve goals. People aren’t resources and managers
aren’t bosses.
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These materials are based on the content of the Core Scrum (http://agileatlas.org/) which
represents the official views with regards to Scrum of the Scrum Alliance. Tests (e.g. the
Certified ScrumMaster test) are based on the contents of the Core Scrum. These materials are
copyrighted by the Scrum Alliance and used with permission. Big “thank you” to Ron Jeffries
for leading the effort to compose the Atlas. A second source on the principles of Scrum is the
Scrum Guide (http://www.scrum.org/Scrum-Guides), authored by Ken Schwaber and Jeff
Sutherland. Ken & Jeff kindly permitted me to quote from the Scrum Guide. Additional
information, implementation ideas, exceptions etc. are based on my experience, and are
implementation examples. Where materials or ideas from others are used I have tried to give
credits where credits are due.
This class is about more than Scrum as described in the Atlas or the Guide. I talk about my
experiences with Scrum, which often worked, and sometimes not (I will tell the difference).
Mike Cohn nicely explains the differences between Core scrum and those things implemented by
teams:
Core Scrum is the set of activities/principles/etc. that are crucial. If parts of the core are
missing, it is not Scrum. If work is not transparent, it is not Scrum. If work is only shippable at
the end of a year, it is not Scrum. To do just the core things does not imply success.
As for what exists beyond Core Scrum, there is a whole universe of good ideas. Some useful only
to the one team using them. Others useful to many teams. Some so useful that we'd like every
good ScrumMaster or team to know about them. Some so useful but only in certain areas (e.g.,
TDD in software development) that we'd like every good ScrumMaster or team to know about
them, even if they choose not to do them. With that in mind, here are the terms I continue to
use:
Core Scrum: If you aren't doing this, I can tell you that you aren't doing Scrum. ("We're
potentially shippable once a year!" Then: "You're not doing Scrum.")
(cont’d)
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Generally Accepted Scrum Practice (GASP): A good idea that anyone who says, "I'm a good
ScrumMaster" should know about, even if they choose not to do it. I would say burndown charts
are now in this realm. If you don't do a burndown chart, I'm not going to say "you aren't doing
Scrum!" But if I said, "do you do burndown charts?" and you said, "I've never heard of those," I
would not believe your claim to be a great ScrumMaster. A great ScrumMaster (or team)
should know all (?) the GASPs even if they choose not to do them.
Domain-Specific Generally Accepted Scrum Practices: These are things like TDD. They apply to
some types of Scrum but not to others. Same as above: Anyone working in the domain where a
GASP is relevant should know that GASP even if they choose not to do it. Anyone doing
software development with Scrum should know what TDD is if they want me to believe their
claim of being a great ScrumMaster---but they don't need to do TDD. They may have a reason
not to.
Plain ol' Good Ideas: Anything that isn't so genuinely recognized as a good idea or as core scrum
but that some team finds helpful. I'd put here something like Sprint 0. I think someone can be a
good ScrumMaster without knowing this and I personally find Sprint 0 a slightly bad idea. If a
team wants to do it and says it's right for them, I'm not going to say: "well then you aren't
doing Scrum." But I'm also not going to suggest all teams know about it.
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Why go agile:
cio
improves communication with business partners at every level; focuses on business value
ceo
less wasted work by your organization and improves value for your investors & stakeholders;
promotes transparency for business stakeholders where it matters, allows them to see
results faster, and helps them plan better for the future; delivers functionality early and
often
project managers
puts focus on the team to come up with a plan, with a detailed task list and estimates for
every iteration; sets the stage for project managers to support the team by removing
impediments; sets the stage for managing change; builds high performing teams
delivery team
sets the stage for testers to work closely with developers; through clear acceptance criteria,
test driven development and feedback from testers during the development cycle, developers
can produce bug-free code; improves team morale
applications services projects by numbers
50% of new development efforts are agile
out of 159 projects:
34% have implemented agile practices
31% are iterative
16% are waterfall
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Scrum Framework (Core Scrum)
Scrum is a framework for building a product. Scrum begins when some stakeholders need a
product.
Scrum is a team process. The Scrum Team includes three roles, the Product Owner, the
ScrumMaster, and the Development Team. The Product owner has responsibility for
deciding what work will be done. The Development team builds the product incrementally,
in a series of short time periods called Sprints. A Sprint is a fixed time period, from one to
four weeks, with a preference toward shorter intervals. In each Sprint the Scrum Team will
build and deliver a Product Increment. Each
increment is a recognizable, visibly
improved, operating subset of the product, meeting understood acceptance criteria and built
to a level of quality called the Definition of Done.
Scrum includes three essential artifacts, the Product Backlog, the Sprint Backlog, and the
Product Increment. The Product Backlog is the ordered list of ideas for the product, kept in
the order we expect to build them. The Sprint Backlog is the detailed plan for development
in the next Sprint. The Product Increment is a required result of every Sprint. It is an
integrated version of the product, kept at high enough quality to be shippable if the Product
Owner chooses to ship it. In addition to these two artifacts, Scrum requires transparency
within the team and with the stakeholders. As such, the Scrum Team produces visible
displays of plans and progress.
Scrum includes five "rituals", meetings or recurrent activities. These are Backlog
Refinement, Sprint Planning, Daily Scrum, Sprint Review, and Sprint Retrospective.
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Values from the Agile Manifesto (Core Scrum)
Scrum is the best-known of the Agile frameworks. It is the source of much of the thinking
behind the values and principles of the Agile Manifesto, which form a common basis for
all of these approaches. The Agile Manifesto values are:
Individuals and interactions over processes and tools. Scrum, like all the Agile
frameworks and methods, relies directly on trust in the team, the individuals in the team,
and the way they interact. The team figures out what is to be done, figures out how to do
it, and does it. The team identifies what's getting in their way, and the team resolves all
the difficulties that are within its scope. The team works with other parts of the
organization to resolve the concerns that are outside their control. This is critical. Trying
to do Scrum but undermining this primary team responsibility will generally lead to
trouble.
Working software over comprehensive documentation. Scrum requires a working, finished
increment of the product as the primary result of every Sprint. Certainly there will be
analysis work, design work, testing work, all of which may need to be documented. But it
is the working software that allows the organization to guide the project to success. This is
critical. Scrum teams must produce a product increment in every Sprint.
Customer collaboration over contract negotiation. The Scrum Product Owner is the team's
prime point of contact with the eventual end users of the product, and with the parts of
the organization that need the product. The Product Owner is a member of the team and
works collaboratively with the team to determine what needs to be done. In this
collaboration, the Product Owner selects the most valuable next things to do, ensuring
that the product has the highest possible value at every point in time. This is critical. The
Product Owner needs to build a rich collaboration with the team.
Responding to change over following a plan. Everything about Scrum is designed to make
sure that everyone has the information they need to make good decisions about the project.
The project's progress is represented by a real, running, product increment. The backlog of
things to be done is available for all to see. Progress, both overall and Sprint by Sprint, is
clearly visible. Problems and concerns are discussed openly and dealt with immediately.
This is critical. Scrum works well for teams that openly "inspect" what's going on and
"adapt" their actions to the reality. It works poorly for those who do not.
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Scrum Theory (from: Scrum Guide)
Scrum is founded on empirical process control theory, or empiricism. Empiricism asserts
that knowledge comes from experience and making decisions based on what is known.
Scrum employs an iterative, incremental approach to optimize predictability and control
risk. Three pillars uphold every implementation of empirical process control: transparency,
inspection, and adaptation. Transparency: Significant aspects of the process must be visible
to those responsible for the outcome. Transparency requires those aspects be defined by a
common standard so observers share a common understanding of what is being seen. For
example:
• A common language referring to the process must be shared by all participants; and,
• A common definition of “Done” must be shared by those performing the work and those
accepting the work product.
Inspection: Scrum users must frequently inspect Scrum artifacts and progress toward a
goal to detect undesirable variances. Their inspection should not be so frequent that
inspection gets in the way of the work. Inspections are most beneficial when diligently
performed by skilled inspectors at the point of work. Adaptation: If an inspector determines
that one or more aspects of a process deviate outside acceptable limits, and that the
resulting product will be unacceptable, the process or the material being processed must be
adjusted. An adjustment must be made as soon as possible to minimize further deviation.
Scrum prescribes four formal opportunities for inspection and adaptation, as described in
the Scrum Events section of this document.
•
•
•
•

Sprint Planning Meeting
Daily Scrum
Sprint Review
Sprint Retrospective
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Scrum's Values (Core Scrum)
All work performed in Scrum needs a firm basis of values to serve as a foundation for the
team's process and principles. Through the use of teamwork and continuous improvement,
Scrum both creates these values and relies on them. The values are Focus, Courage,
Openness, Commitment, and Respect
Focus. Because we focus on only a few things at a time, we work well together and produce
excellent work. We deliver valuable items sooner.
Courage. Because we are not alone, we feel supported and have more resources at our
disposal. This gives us the courage to undertake greater challenges.
Openness. As we work together, we practice expressing how we're doing, and what's in our
way. We learn that it is good to express concerns, so that they can be addressed.
Commitment. Because we have great control over our own destiny, we become more
committed to success.
Respect. As we work together, sharing successes and failures, we come to respect each
other, and to help each other become worthy of respect.
If an organization will let Scrum do its work, they will discover the benefits from Scrum
and will begin to understand why these values are both needed by Scrum, and engendered
by Scrum.
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Role: Development Team (Core Scrum):
The Development Team is made up of the individuals who build the Product Increment.
They self-organize to accomplish the work. Development Team members are expected to
be available to the project full time.
Scrum requires that the Development Team be a cross-functional group of people who,
among them, have all the necessary skills to develop each increment of the product.
The Development Team members have the responsibility to self-organize to accomplish
the Sprint goal, producing each new Product Increment according to each Sprint Plan.
The Product Owner makes an ordered list of what needs to be done. The Development
Team members forecast how much they can do in one Sprint, and they decide how they
are going to do it.
The Development Team (Scrum Guide): The Development Team consists of professionals
who do the work of delivering a potentially releasable Increment of “Done” product at the
end of each Sprint. Only members of the Development Team create the Increment.
Development Teams are structured and empowered by the organization to organize and
manage their own work. The resulting synergy optimizes the Development Team’s overall
efficiency and effectiveness. Development Teams have the following characteristics:
• They are self-organizing. No one (not even the Scrum Master) tells the Development
Team how to turn Product Backlog into Increments of potentially releasable
functionality;
• Development Teams are cross-functional, with all of the skills as a team necessary to
create a product Increment;
• Scrum recognizes no titles for Development Team members other than Developer,
regardless of the work being performed by the person; there are no exceptions to this
rule;
• Individual Development Team members may have specialized skills and areas of focus,
but accountability belongs to the Development Team as a whole; and,
• Development Teams do not contain sub-teams dedicated to particular domains like
testing or business analysis.
Development Team Size: Optimal Development Team size is small enough to remain
nimble and large enough to complete significant work. Fewer than three Development
Team members decreases interaction and results in smaller productivity gains. Smaller
Development Teams may encounter skill constraints during the Sprint, causing the
Development Team to be unable to deliver a potentially releasable Increment. Having
more than nine members requires too much coordination. Large Development Teams
generate too much complexity for an empirical process to manage. The Product Owner
and Scrum Master roles are not included in this count unless they are also executing the
work of the Sprint Backlog.
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Role: ScrumMaster (Core Scrum)
The ScrumMaster is a "servant leader", helping the rest of the Scrum Team follow their
process. The ScrumMaster must have a good understanding of the Scrum framework and
the ability to train others in its subtleties.
The ScrumMaster works with the Product Owner to help the Product Owner understand
how to create and maintain the Product Backlog. He works with the Development Team
to find and implement the technical practices that will allow them to get to done at the end
of each Sprint. He works with the whole Scrum Team to evolve the Definition of Done.
Another responsibility of the ScrumMaster is to see that impediments to the team’s
progress are removed. These impediments may be external to the team, such as a lack of
support from another team, or internal, such as the Product Owner not knowing how to
properly prepare the backlog.
The ScrumMaster fosters self-organization. Issues should be removed by the team
wherever possible.
The ScrumMaster acts as a coach for the team, helping them to execute the Scrum process.
He helps them to work as a team and to learn their roles, and protects them from both
internal and external distractions. He may facilitate meetings, and helps keep the Scrum
Team on track, productive, and growing in ability.
The ScrumMaster is responsible for ensuring that
the team and outside. He helps people outside
understand which interactions with the team
ScrumMaster helps everyone improve to make
valuable.

Scrum is understood and in place, inside
the team understand the process, and
are helpful and which are not. The
the Scrum Team more productive and
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Role: Product Owner (Core Scrum)
The Product Owner is the single individual who is responsible for drawing out the most
valuable possible product by the desired date. This is done by managing the flow of work
into the team, selecting and refining items from the Product Backlog. The Product Owner
maintains the Product Backlog and ensures that everyone knows what is on it and what the
priorities are. The Product Owner may be supported by other individuals but must be a
single person.
Certainly the Product Owner is not solely responsible for everything. The whole Scrum
Team is responsible for being as productive as possible, for improving their practices, for
asking the right questions, for helping the Product Owner, and so on. The Development
Team is responsible for determining how much work will be taken on in a Sprint, and for
producing a usable Product Increment in every Sprint.
Nonetheless, the Product Owner, in Scrum, is in a unique position. The Product Owner is
typically the individual closest to the "business side" or the project. The Product Owner is
typically charged by the organization to "get this product out", and is typically the person
who is expected to do the best possible job of satisfying all the stakeholders. The Product
Owner does this by managing the Product Backlog, and by ensuring that the Product
Backlog, and progress against it, is kept visible.
The Product Owner, by choosing what the team should do next and what to defer, makes
the scope versus schedule decisions to lead to the best possible product.
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Product Backlog (Scrum Guide)
The Product Backlog is an ordered list of everything that might be needed in the product and is
the single source of requirements for any changes to be made to the product. The Product
Owner is responsible for the Product Backlog, including its content, availability, and ordering.
A Product Backlog is never complete. The earliest development of it only lays out the initially
known and best-understood requirements. The Product Backlog evolves as the product and the
environment in which it will be used evolves. The Product Backlog is dynamic; it constantly
changes to identify what the product needs to be appropriate, competitive, and useful. As long as
a product exists, its Product Backlog also exists.
The Product Backlog lists all features, functions, requirements, enhancements, and fixes that
constitute the changes to be made to the product in future releases. Product Backlog items have
the attributes of a description, order, and estimate.
Higher ordered Product Backlog items are clearer and more detailed than lower ordered ones.
More precise estimates are made based on the greater clarity and increased detail; the lower
the order, the less detail. Product Backlog items that will occupy the Development Team for the
upcoming Sprint are fine-grained, having been decomposed so that any one item can be “Done”
within the Sprint time-box. Product Backlog items that can be “Done” by the Development
Team within one Sprint are deemed “ready” or “actionable” for selection in a Sprint Planning
Meeting.
As a product is used and gains value, and the marketplace provides feedback, the Product
Backlog becomes a larger and more exhaustive list. Requirements never stop changing, so a
Product Backlog is a living artifact. Changes in business requirements, market conditions, or
technology may cause changes in the Product Backlog.
Multiple Scrum Teams often work together on the same product. One Product Backlog is used
to describe the upcoming work on the product. A Product Backlog attribute that groups items is
then employed.
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User Story
In software development and product management, a user story is one or more sentences in the
everyday or business language of the end user or user of a system that captures what a user
does or needs to do as part of his or her job function. User stories are used with agile software
development methodologies as the basis for defining the functions a business system must
provide, and to facilitate requirements management. It captures the 'who', 'what' and 'why' of a
requirement in a simple, concise way, often limited in detail by what can be hand-written on a
small paper notecard.
Story maps
A story map is the graphical, two-dimensional product backlog. At the top of the map are big
user stories, which can sometimes be considered "epics” as Mike Cohn describes them and other
times correspond to "themes" or "activities". These grouping units are created by orienting at
the user’s workflow or "the order you'd explain the behavior of the system". Vertically, below
the epics, the actual story cards are allocated and ordered by priority. The first horizontal row
is a "walking skeleton"[8] and below that represents increasing sophistication.
In this way it becomes possible to describe even big systems without losing the big picture.
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Potentially shippable means shippable if the Product Owner decides he wants to ship.
Ken got this idea from watching the Easel team. Every sprint they shipped the increment
to our internal consulting team who used the increment on real projects. About every six
increments, the marketing team would release the updated product to commercial
customers. So every increment was shipped, just not to the entire customer base.
Fast forward to PatientKeeper. Every sprint went live in at least four major hospitals.
During the next few weeks it rolled out to 25-30 customers who wanted upgrades or bug
fixes. Every year, all customers were brought up to the latest release.
Today we have many companies doing continuous deployment. Every increment down to
the story level is shipped every day, often multiple times a day.
Working software means you can send it to a user and it can be used. A potentially
shippable increment is working software. One of the major criticisms I get today is that we
never should have said "potentially" because it gives people a license to make up all kinds
of excuses.
Inexperienced teams can't do this and this should be flagged as their biggest impediment.
Nothing will improve them faster than fixing this. A few years ago in Silicon Valley a group
of teams did not believe me so they ran a test. By getting all software tested and defect free
inside the sprint they went 24 times faster. There is nothing that will improve quality and
productivity more than this.
PatientKeeper discovered the reverse affect of this after I left. They got a new VP of
Engineering who destroyed the Scrum and they now go 20 times slower. 45 releases down to
2 releases a year. Their revenue dropped from 50M to 25M in the process.
Jeff Sutherland
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One of the benefits agile user stories is that they can be written at varying levels of detail.
We can write user stories that cover large amounts of functionality. These large user
stories are generally known as epics. Here is an example epic from a desktop backup
product:

As a user, I can backup my entire hard drive.
Because an epic is generally too large for an agile team to complete in one iteration, it is
split into multiple smaller user stories before it is worked on. The epic above could be split
into dozens (or possibly hundreds), including these two:

As a power user, I can specify files or folders to backup based on file size, date created, and
date modified.
As a user, I can indicate folders not to backup so that my backup drive isn't filled up with
things I don't need saved.
(Mike Cohn)
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User stories are written by or for the business user as that user's primary way to influence the
functionality of the system being developed. User stories may also be written by developers to
express non-functional requirements (security, performance, quality, etc.), though primarily it
is the task of a product manager to ensure user stories are captured.
When the time comes for creating user stories, one of the developers (or the product owner in
Scrum (development)) gets together with a customer representative. The customer has the
responsibility for formulating the user stories. The developer may use a series of questions to get
the customer going, such as asking about the desirability of some particular functionality, but
must take care not to dominate the idea-creation process.
As the customer conceives the user stories, they are written down by the customer on a note
card (e.g. 3x5 inches or 8x13 cm) with a name and a description which the customer has
formulated. If the developer and customer find a user story deficient in some way (too large,
complicated, imprecise), it is rewritten until it is satisfactory - often using the INVEST
guidelines from the Scrum project-management framework. However, Extreme Programming
(XP) emphasizes that user stories are not to be definite once they have been written down.
Requirements tend to change during the development period, which the process handles by not
carving them in stone.
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Limitations
Some of the limitations of user stories in agile methodologies:
•

They can be difficult to scale to large projects.

•

They are regarded as conversation starters.

A user story is an informal statement of the requirement as long as the correspondence of
acceptance testing procedures is lacking. Before a user story is to be implemented, an
appropriate acceptance procedure must be written by the customer to ensure by testing or
otherwise whether the goals of the user story have been fulfilled. Some formalization finally
happens when the developer accepts the user story and the acceptance procedure as a work
specific order.
Consider slicing along: Utility (barely sufficient), Usability, Aesthetics.
Remember working
software is always the goal….start with minimum marketable features/value
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Mike Cohn says there are two kinds of stories:
- Compound: split on functions like create/edit/delete or on each data element (e.g., create/
delete/edit a resume or add/edit education history; add/edit job history)
- Complex: comes from uncertainty. Split into research & implement. E.g., Story = pay with
credit card. Split: Spike – investigate cc processing over the web. User pays with one type of
card; User pays with another kind of card.
From Bill Wake, ways to split:
The Big Picture (easier/harder)
•Research Implement What have others done?
•Spike/Implement - Explore a quick solution
•Manual/Automated- Often have to retain manual solution anyway
•Buy Build Can go either way; trade cost of customizing Build Buy
..versus cost of
implementing yourself
•Single-User Multi-User Fewer worries about scale, user accounts
•API only User Interface Tests may function without user interfaces
• Character or Script UI GUI Simple interface can prove out ideas
•Generic UI Custom UI “Naked Objects” approach can be cheaper
Ilities
•Static Dynamic Do once and ignore updates
•Ignore Errors Handle Errors Minimize error code (don’t ignore exceptions)
•Transient Persistent Focus on behavior over persistence
•Low Fidelity High Fidelity Quality of result (e.g., pixel depth)
•Unreliable Reliable “Perfect uptime is very expensive.”–Wm. Pietri
•Small Scale Large Scale Build load capacity over time
•Less “ilities” More “ilities” Address non-functional requirements later
Features
•Few Features Many Features Easier to do fewer features
•Main Flow Alternative Flows Happy path vs. all possible paths
•0 1 Nothing is easier than something 1
•Many One is easier than a bunch
•One Level All Levels One level is the base case for all levels
•Base Case General Case Base case must be done; others needn’t
See full article, “Twenty Ways to Split Stories,” http://xp123.com/xplor/xp0512 Twenty Ways to
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Stories are a wonderful simple and flexible mechanism to describe requirements. They allow to
start with ‘high level’ stories (Mike Cohn calls them Themes) then be refined to large
requirements (epics) to finally reach a small enough state to be worked with during Sprint
planning (story). Yet they are not the be-all end-all. Different situations ask for different
requirement documentation techniques. Use cases work – they’re often at an epic or theme level
– and hold an important place in requirement documentation. Technical requirements often
need force-fitting into the story format, don’t overwork yourself here: the ‘the system shall’ is a
risky format but still a usable format. When GUI is an important part of the delivery then
wireframes (see slide) work great, it is a strong communication tool, explaining the purpose of
development to all audiences.
Comparing with use cases
While both user stories and use cases serve the purpose to capture specific user requirements
in terms of interactions between the user and the system, there are major differences between
them.
User Stories
•

Provide a small-scale and easy-to-use presentation of information. Are generally formulated
in the everyday language of the user and contain little detail, thus remaining open to
interpretation. They should help the reader understand what the software should accomplish.

•

Must be accompanied by acceptance testing procedures (acceptance criteria) for clarification
of behavior where stories appear ambiguous.

Use Cases
•

Describe a sequence of interactions, and may be worded in terms of a formal model. A use
case is intended to provide sufficient detail for it to be understood on its own. A use case has
been described as “a generalized description of a set of interactions between the system and
one or more actors, where an actor is either a user or another system.”

•

May be delivered in a stand-alone document.
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Website wireframe - a wireframe document for a person profile view
A website wireframe, also known as a page schematic or screen blueprint, is a visual guide that
represents the skeletal framework of a website. Wireframes are created for the purpose of
arranging elements to best accomplish a particular purpose. The purpose is usually being
informed by a business objective and a creative idea. The wireframe depicts the page layout or
arrangement of the website’s content, including interface elements and navigational systems,
and how they work together. The wireframe usually lacks typographic style, color, or graphics,
since the main focus lies in functionality, behavior, and priority of content. In other words, it
focuses on what a screen does, not what it looks like. Wireframes can be pencil drawings or
sketches on a whiteboard, or they can be produced by means of a broad array of free or
commercial software applications. Wireframes are generally created by business analysts, user
experience designers, developers, visual designers and other roles with expertise in interaction
design, information architecture and user research.
Wireframes focus on:
• The kinds of information displayed
• The range of functions available
• The relative priorities of the information and functions
• The rules for displaying certain kinds of information
• The effect of different scenarios on the display
The website wireframe connects the underlying conceptual structure, or information
architecture, to the surface, or visual design of the website.[2] Wireframes help establish
functionality, and the relationships between different screen templates of a website. An iterative
process, creating wireframes is an effective way to make rapid prototypes of pages, while
measuring the practicality of a design concept. Wireframing typically begins between “high-level
structural work—like flowcharts or site maps—and screen designs.” Within the process of
building a website, wireframing is where thinking becomes tangible.
Aside from websites, wireframes are utilized for the prototyping of mobile sites, computer
applications, or other screen-based products that involve human-computer interaction.
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Artifact: Product Backlog (Core Scrum)
The Product Backlog is an essential artifact in Scrum. The Product Backlog is an ordered list of
ideas for the product, kept in the order we expect to do them. It is the single source from which
all requirements flow. This means that all work the Development Team does comes from the
Product Backlog. Every feature idea, enhancement, bug fix, documentation requirement -every bit of work they do – is derived from a Product Backlog item. Each item on the Product
Backlog includes a description and an estimate.
The Product Backlog may begin as a large list or a short one. It may be vague or rather
detailed. Typically it begins short and vague and becomes longer and more concrete as time goes
on. Product Backlog items slated for implementation soon will be "refined": clarified, better
defined, split into smaller chunks, as part of the Product Backlog Refinement activity.
The Product Owner is responsible and accountable for maintaining the Product Backlog,
although the Product Owner may -- and should -- have help in producing it and keeping it up to
date. Product Backlog items may originate from the Product Owner, from team members, or
from other stakeholders.
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Artifact: Product Backlog (Core Scrum)
The Product Backlog is an essential artifact in Scrum. The Product Backlog is an ordered
list of ideas for the product, kept in the order we expect to do them. It is the single source
from which all requirements flow. This means that all work the team does comes from the
Product Backlog. Every feature idea, enhancement, bug fix, documentation requirement -every bit of work the team does -- comes from the Product Backlog. Each item on the
Product Backlog includes a description and an estimate.
The Product Backlog may begin as a large list or a short one. It may be vague or rather
detailed. Typically it begins short and vague and becomes longer and more concrete as time
goes on. Product Backlog items slated for implementation soon will be "refined": clarified,
better defined, split into smaller chunks, as part of the Backlog Refinement ritual.
The Product Owner is responsible and accountable for maintaining the Product Backlog,
although the Product Owner may -- and should -- have help in producing it and keeping it
up to date. Product Backlog items may originate from the Product Owner, from team
members, or from other stakeholders.
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Ritual: Backlog Refinement (Core Scrum)
Since Product Backlog Items are quite often large and general in nature, and since ideas
come and go and priorities change, Backlog Refinement (or Backlog Grooming) is an
ongoing activity throughout a Scrum project. This activity includes but is not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

keeping the Product Backlog ordered;
removing or demoting items that no longer seem important;
adding or promoting items that arise or become more important;
splitting items into smaller items;
merging items into larger items;
estimating items.

One key benefit of the Backlog Refinement activity is to prepare for the upcoming Sprints.
In aid of this, the refinement activity gives special attention to preparing items that are
coming up for implementation. There are many things to consider, including but not limited
to:
• Each item entering the Sprint should ideally represent an increment of "business value".
• The Development Team needs to be able to build each item within a single Sprint.
• The whole team needs to be clear on what is intended.
Depending on the nature of the product, other skills and inputs may be needed. In every
case, Backlog Refinement is best considered as an activity for all the team members, not
just the Product Owner.
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Moving away from a ‘big design up front’ (BDUF) approach uses a different product
delivery assumption. BDUF is defining the features (requirements) and calculate the
delivery cost and schedule from the requirements. Agile works from the perspective that
delivery cost and schedule are defined up-front, and that features are the variable: deliver
as many as you can, and as much as possible in the order that the product owner declares.
At project start some haggling takes place: there is a bit of slack in the money and time
budget, and more or less features can be selected to be delivered. However, this haggling is
of little use, as the features, and the order of the features (priority) will change during the
project. So don’t haggle too long, planning is using time that could be used to deliver…
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Occam's razor (also written as Ockham's razor from William of Ockham (c. 1287 – 1347), and
in Latin lex parsimoniae) is a principle of parsimony, economy, or succinctness used in
problem-solving. It states that among competing hypotheses, the one with the fewest
assumptions should be selected. Other, more complicated solutions may ultimately prove
correct, but—in the absence of certainty—the fewer assumptions that are made, the better.
The application of the principle often shifts the burden of proof in a discussion. The razor states
that one should proceed to simpler theories until simplicity can be traded for greater
explanatory power. The simplest available theory need not be most accurate. Philosophers also
point out that the exact meaning of simplest may be nuanced.
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Backlog Grooming (Scrum Guide)
Product Backlog grooming is the act of adding detail, estimates, and order to items in the
Product Backlog. This is an ongoing process in which the Product Owner and the Development
Team collaborate on the details of Product Backlog items. During Product Backlog grooming,
items are reviewed and revised. However, they can be updated at any time by the Product
Owner or at the Product Owner’s discretion. Grooming is a part-time activity during a Sprint
between the Product Owner and the Development Team. Often the Development Team has the
domain knowledge to perform grooming itself. How and when grooming is done is decided by the
Scrum Team. Grooming usually consumes no more than 10% of the capacity of the
Development Team. The Development Team is responsible for all estimates. The Product
Owner may influence the Development Team by helping understand and select trade-offs, but
the people who will perform the work make the final estimate.
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Estimation is the process of finding an estimate, or approximation, which is a value that is
usable for some purpose even if input data may be incomplete, uncertain, or unstable. The value
is nonetheless usable because it is derived from the best information available. Typically,
estimation involves "using the value of a statistic derived from a sample to estimate the value
of a corresponding population parameter". The sample provides information that can be
projected, through various formal or informal processes, to determine a range most likely to
describe the missing information. An estimate that turns out to be incorrect will be an
overestimate if the estimate exceeded the actual result, and an underestimate if the estimate
fell short of the actual result.
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Scrum Guide:
The Development Team is responsible for all estimates. The Product Owner may influence
the Development Team by helping understand and select trade-offs, but the people who will
perform the work make the final estimate.
Why it works (re: Mike Cohn, mountaingoatsoftware.com)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

forces the use of relative estimating
focuses us on estimating the size, not the duration (we derive duration empirically)
puts estimates in units that we can add together
those who do the work estimate the work1
estimators are required to justify estimates2,3
focuses most estimates within an approximate one order of magnitude4,5
combining of individual estimates6 through group discussion7 leads to better estimates
estimates are constrained to a set of values so we don’t waste time in meaningless
arguments
• everyone’s opinion is heard
• it’s quick and fun
1 Jørgensen, Magne. 2004. A Review of Studies on Expert Estimation of Software Development Effort.

2 Hagafors, R., and B. Brehmer. 1983. Does Having to Justify One’s Decisions Change the Nature of the
Decision Process?
3 Brenner, et al. 1996. On the Evaluation of One-sided Evidence.
4 Miranda, Eduardo. 2001. Improving Subjective Estimates Using Paired Comparisons.
5 Saaty, Thomas. 1996. Multicriteria Decision Making: The Analytic Hierarchy Process.
6 Hoest, Martin, and Claes Wohlin. 1998. An Experimental Study of Individual Subjective Effort
Estimations and Combinations of the Estimates.
7 Jørgensen, Magne, and Kjetil Moløkken. 2002. Combination of Software Development Effort Prediction
Intervals: Why, When and How?
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Work with the team(s) that will deliver the stories.
Find an initial comparative story:
• If team is already Sprinting, find a few stories already completed that represent a good
estimate: use those stories and their sizes (find a few small, a few medium and a few
large stories).
• If you’re not already Sprinting, play panning poker for a dozen stories.
• Put these stories on the wall, smallest on the right.
Without conversation, the entire team puts all the stories on a big wall
• Smallest at the right and largest on the left compared to initial story
• Anyone can move anyone else’s story position
As activity subsides, put a scaled number line up, Fibonacci numbers tend to work well.
Settle on estimates for boundary stories and epics.
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The article “Five Levels of Planning” will be in the background materials. It was written when
Scrum was gaining popularity, but not a lot of experience was available with the use of Scrum in
multi-team and multi-Sprint deliveries.
Abstract:
This paper evaluates agile practices when applied in multi-team and multi-person-year
projects. It does so through inspection of the requirements brought on by scaling projects, and
applying basic agile principles to those requirements. In the introduction section the main agile
principles are introduced, as well as the Lean principles upon which the agile methods are built.
One of those Lean principles, Muri or overburdening of people, is addressed through the
extension of the agile planning process. The extension of the most used agile planning technique
(iteration planning) is described in detail, both the motivation for the extension as well as the
collaboration practices behind each planning level. In the final chapter the impact of product
complexities on the planning process is evaluated, and a solution to create a smooth flow in the
planning/delivery cycle is presented.
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Geoffrey Moore developed a ‘Sample Scenario’ approach (see ‘Crossing the Chasm, 2nd edition),
which boils down to:
• Describe the new product (increment)
• Describe the end-user, the technical buyer and the Economic buyer
• Describe a ‘day in the life’ before the product is in the life of the user:
•
•
•
•
•

Scene or situation
Desired outcome
Attempted approach
Interfering factors
Economic consequences

• Describe a ‘day in the life’ after the new product is launched:
• New approach
• Enabling factors
• Economic rewards

With the scenarios the strategy can be described in terms of:
• Target customer*
• Compelling reason to buy*
• Whole product*
• Competition*
• Partners and allies
• Distribution
• Pricing
• Positioning
• Next target customer
The first 4 issues are showstoppers for the scenario if they cannot be answered positively. An
abbreviated vision can be captured in the ‘elevator statement’ – see slide.
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What drives a release or product increment date:
Release date: Usually a fixed date driven by events such as a trade show, other business event or defined
release train schedule

Internal or External: Internal delivery to a platform, other team, or release train, External distribution
to Customer

Theme: Compelling reason to buy; New and primary product differentiation; Other accomplishment with
significant business value to the organization

Planned feature set: High-level descriptions of system services that deliver value to the user/customer
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Scrum Guide: The Product Backlog is often ordered by value, risk, priority, and necessity. Topordered Product Backlog items drive immediate development activities. The higher the order,
the more a Product Backlog item has been considered, and the more consensus exists regarding
it and its value.
Higher ordered Product Backlog items are clearer and more detailed than lower ordered ones.
More precise estimates are made based on the greater clarity and increased detail; the lower
the order, the less detail. Product Backlog items that will occupy the Development Team for the
upcoming Sprint are fine-grained, having been decomposed so that any one item can be “Done”
within the Sprint time-box. Product Backlog items that can be “Done” by the Development
Team within one Sprint are deemed “ready” or “actionable” for selection in a Sprint Planning
Meeting.
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Selection criteria for an item to go into a specific Sprint within the Release being planned:
Business Benefit
Customer value
Psychological benefit
Strategy alignment
Risk
Technical risk
Team domain knowledge
Customer feedback
Customer access and availability
Architectural Dependencies
Infrastructure stories
Impact to other stories if deferred
Amount of refactoring, retesting and rework if deferred
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Ritual: Sprint Planning (Core Scrum)
Each Sprint begins with a time-boxed meeting called Sprint Planning. In this meeting the
Scrum Team collaborates to select and understand the work to be done in the upcoming
Sprint.
The entire team attends the Sprint Planning meeting. Working from the ordered Product
Backlog, the Product Owner and the Development Team Members discuss each item and
come to a shared understanding of that item and what is required to complete it consistent
with the current Definition of Done. The Sprint Planning meeting for a two-week Sprint
should be time-boxed to no more than two hours. Therefore the success of the Sprint
Planning meeting is highly dependent upon the quality of the Product Backlog going in.
This is why Backlog Refinement is an important Scrum activity.
In Scrum, the Sprint Planning meeting is described as having two parts:
• Determine what work will be completed in the Sprint;
• Determine how the work will be accomplished.
Part One: What work will be done?
In the first part of the meeting, the Product Owner presents ordered Product Backlog
items to the team, and the whole Scrum Team collaborates to understand the work. The
number of Product Backlog items to undertake in the Sprint is solely up to the
Development Team. To decide how many items to undertake, the Development Team
considers the current state of the Product Increment, the past performance of the team,
the team's current capacity, and the ordered Product Backlog. The Development Team
alone decides how much work to take on. Often, but not always, the Sprint is given a goal,
called the Sprint Goal. This is a very strong practice which helps everyone focus more on
the essence of what needs to be done, and less on small details which may not be
important to what we really need to accomplish.
Part Two: How the work will it be accomplished?
In the second part of the meeting, the Development Team collaborates to decide how to
produce the next Product Increment in accord with the current Definition of Done. They do
sufficient design and planning to be confident of completing the work during the Sprint.
Work to be done in the early days is broken down into small units of one day or less. Work
to be done later may be left in larger units to be decomposed later. The Product Owner
may remain
during this part of the meeting, to answer questions and resolve
misunderstandings.
Result of Sprint Planning
Sprint Planning concludes with the Scrum Team coming to a common understanding of
the quantity and complexity of what is to be accomplished during the Sprint, and within a
rational range of circumstances, expect to complete it. The team forecasts the amount of
work they will complete and commit to each other to accomplish it.
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Sprint Planning Meeting (Scrum Guide) The work to be performed in the Sprint is planned
at the Sprint Planning Meeting. This plan is created by the collaborative work of the entire
Scrum Team. The Sprint Planning Meeting is time-boxed to eight hours for a one-month
Sprint. For shorter Sprints, the event is proportionately shorter. For example, two-week
Sprints have four-hour Sprint Planning Meetings. The Sprint Planning Meeting consists of
two parts, each one being a time-box of one half of the Sprint Planning Meeting duration.
The two parts of the Sprint Planning Meeting answer the following questions, respectively:
What will be delivered in the Increment resulting from the upcoming Sprint? And, How
will the work needed to deliver the Increment be achieved?
Part One: What will be done this Sprint? In this part, the Development Team works to
forecast the functionality that will be developed during the Sprint. The Product Owner
presents ordered Product Backlog items to the Development Team and the entire Scrum
Team collaborates on understanding the work of the Sprint. The input to this meeting is
the Product Backlog, the latest product Increment, projected capacity of the Development
Team during the Sprint, and past performance of the Development Team. The number of
items selected from the Product Backlog for the Sprint is solely up to the Development
Team. Only the Development Team can assess what it can accomplish over the upcoming
Sprint. After the Development Team forecasts the Product Backlog items it will deliver in
the Sprint, the Scrum Team crafts a Sprint Goal. The Sprint Goal is an objective that will
be met within the Sprint through the implementation of the Product Backlog, and it
provides guidance to the Development Team on why it is building the Increment.
Part Two: How will the chosen work get done? Having selected the work of the Sprint, the
Development Team decides how it will build this functionality into a “Done” product
Increment during the Sprint. The Product Backlog items selected for this Sprint plus the
plan for delivering them is called the Sprint Backlog. The Development Team usually
starts by designing the system and the work needed to convert the Product Backlog into a
working product Increment. Work may be of varying size, or estimated effort. However,
enough work is planned during the Sprint Planning Meeting for the Development Team to
forecast what it believes it can do in the upcoming Sprint. Work planned for the first days
of the Sprint by the Development Team is decomposed to units of one day or less by the
end of this meeting. The Development Team self-organizes to undertake the work in the
Sprint Backlog, both during the Sprint Planning Meeting and as needed throughout the
Sprint.
The Product Owner may be present during the second part of the Sprint Planning Meeting
to clarify the selected Product Backlog items and to help make trade-offs. If the
Development Team determines it has too much or too little work, it may renegotiate the
Sprint Backlog items with the Product Owner. The Development Team may also invite
other people to attend in order to provide technical or domain advice.
By the end of the Sprint Planning Meeting, the Development Team should be able to
explain to the Product Owner and Scrum Master how it intends to work as a selforganizing team to accomplish the Sprint Goal and create the anticipated Increment.
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Artifact: Definition of Done (Core Scrum)
When the Product Increment is delivered, it needs to be "done" according to a shared
understanding of what "done" means. This definition is different for every Scrum Team,
and as the team matures, the Definition of Done will expand and become more stringent.
The definition of done must always include the notion that the Product Increment is
shippable: the Product Owner could choose to release it immediately. The Product
Increment includes the functionality of all previous Product Increments and is fully tested
so that all completed Product Backlog items continue to work together.
“complete as mutually agreed to by all parties and conforming to an organization’s standards,
conventions, and guidelines. when something is reported as “done” at the daily scrum or
demonstrated as “done” at the sprint review meeting, it must conform to this agreed
definition.”– agile project management with scrum
So definition of done is …
a product quality standard?
a list of activities for producing potential shippable product increment?
anything else?
Why?
technical debt – “pay me now or pay me later”
undone work accumulate in a nonlinear manner
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Definition of “Done” (Scrum Guide)
When the Product Backlog item or an Increment is described as “Done”, everyone must
understand what “Done” means. Although this varies significantly per Scrum Team,
members must have a shared understanding of what it means for work to be complete, to
ensure transparency. This is the “Definition of Done” for the Scrum Team and is used to
assess when work is complete on the product Increment.
The same definition guides the Development Team in knowing how many Product Backlog
items it can select during a Sprint Planning Meeting. The purpose of each Sprint is to
deliver Increments of potentially releasable functionality that adhere to the Scrum Team’s
current Definition of “Done.”
Development Teams deliver an Increment of product functionality every Sprint. This
Increment is useable, so a Product Owner may choose to immediately release it. Each
Increment is additive to all prior Increments and thoroughly tested, ensuring that all
Increments work together.
As Scrum Teams mature, it is expected that their Definition of “Done” will expand to
include more stringent criteria for higher quality.
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Artifact: Sprint Backlog (Core Scrum)
The Sprint Backlog is the list of refined Product Backlog items chosen for development in
the current Sprint. The Sprint Backlog forecasts what work will be completed in the Sprint,
including a plan for accomplishing the work.
With the Sprint Backlog in place, the Sprint begins, and the Scrum Team develops the new
Product Increment defined by the Sprint Backlog.
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Sprint Backlog (Scrum Guide)
The Sprint Backlog is the set of Product Backlog items selected for the Sprint plus a plan
for delivering the product Increment and realizing the Sprint Goal. The Sprint Backlog is a
forecast by the Development Team about what functionality will be in the next Increment
and the work needed to deliver that functionality.
The Sprint Backlog defines the work the Development Team will perform to turn Product
Backlog items into a “Done” Increment. The Sprint Backlog makes visible all of the work
that the Development Team identifies as necessary to meet the Sprint Goal.
The Sprint Backlog is a plan with enough detail that changes in progress can be understood
in the Daily Scrum. The Development Team modifies Sprint Backlog throughout the Sprint,
and the Sprint Backlog emerges during the Sprint. This emergence occurs as the
Development Team works through the plan and learns more about the work needed to
achieve the Sprint Goal.
As new work is required, the Development Team adds it to the Sprint Backlog. As work is
performed or completed, the estimated remaining work is updated. When elements of the
plan are deemed unnecessary, they are removed. Only the Development Team can change
its Sprint Backlog during a Sprint. The Sprint Backlog is a highly visible, real-time picture
of the work that the Development Team plans to accomplish during the Sprint, and it
belongs solely to the Development Team.
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Development (Core Scrum)
During the Sprint, the Development Team self-organizes to produce a Product Increment in
accord with the Sprint Backlog, as determined during Sprint Planning. Self-organizing
means that the team responsibly produces the Product Increment in accord with all the
organization's standards, according to the Definition of Done, and that the team determines
just how to go about that.
Artifact: Product Increment (Core Scrum)
The most important Scrum artifact is the Product Increment. Every Sprint produces a
Product Increment. The Product Increment must be of high enough quality to be given to
users. The Product Increment must meet the team's current Definition of Done, and each
component of it be acceptable to the Product Owner.
Increment (Scrum Guide)
The Increment is the sum of all the Product Backlog items completed during a Sprint and
all previous Sprints. At the end of a Sprint, the new Increment must be “Done,” which
means it must be in useable condition and meet the Scrum Team’s Definition of “Done.” It
must be in useable condition regardless of whether the Product Owner decides to actually
release it.
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The Sprint (Scrum Guide)
The heart of Scrum is a Sprint, a time-box of one month or less during which a “Done”,
useable, and potentially releasable product Increment is created. Sprints have consistent
durations throughout a development effort. A new Sprint starts immediately after the
conclusion of the previous Sprint.
Sprints contain and consist of the Sprint Planning Meeting, Daily Scrums, the development
work, the Sprint Review, and the Sprint Retrospective.
During the Sprint:
• No changes are made that would affect the Sprint Goal;
• Development Team composition remains constant;
• Quality goals do not decrease; and,
• Scope may be clarified and re-negotiated between the Product Owner and Development
Team as more is learned.
Each Sprint may be considered a project with no more than a one-month horizon. Like
projects, Sprints are used to accomplish something. Each Sprint has a definition of what is
to be built, a design and flexible plan that will guide building it, the work, and the resultant
product.
Sprints are limited to one calendar month. When a Sprint’s horizon is too long the definition
of what is being built may change, complexity may rise, and risk may increase. Sprints
enable predictability by ensuring inspection and adaptation of progress toward a goal at
least every calendar month. Sprints also limit risk to one calendar month of cost.
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Ritual: Daily Scrum (Core Scrum)
The Development Team is self-organizing. The Development Team uses the Daily Scrum
meeting to ensure that they are on track for attaining the Sprint Goal. The meeting takes
place at the same time and place every day. Each development team member gives three
bits of information:
• What I have accomplished since our last Daily Scrum;
• What I plan to accomplish between now and our next Daily Scrum;
• What is impeding my progress.
There may be brief clarifying questions and answers, but there is no discussion of any of
these topics during the Daily Scrum. However, many teams meet right after the Daily
Scrum to work on any issues that have come up.
The Daily Scrum is not a report to management, nor to the Product Owner, nor to the
ScrumMaster. It is a communication meeting within the Development Team, to ensure that
they are all on the same page. Only the team members, including ScrumMaster and
Product Owner, speak during this meeting. Other interested parties can come and listen in.
Based on what comes up in the meeting, the Development Team reorganizes the work as
needed to accomplish the Sprint Goal.
The Daily Scrum is a key element of Scrum, leading to transparency, trust, and better
performance. It provides rapid recognition of problems, and promotes the team's selforganization and self-reliance.
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Scrum-of-Scrums
When the delivery process is large (larger than 3 teams) then the teams often need to align like
the Scrum Team members need to do. Teams can help or hinder each other, and a check-in
with like the Daily Scrum helps the teams to understand who is waiting, for what and why and
how the teams can either help each other or (for the time being) circumvent a problem from
another team. Usually the ScrumMasters, and often the Product Owners from the teams attend
the Scrum-of-Scrums. They follow the same patterns as for a daily Scrum.
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A scrum (short for scrummage) is a method of restarting play in rugby football. Depending on
whether it is in rugby union or rugby league, the scrum is utilized either after an accidental
infringement or when the ball has gone out of play.
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Cancelling a Sprint (Scrum Guide)
A Sprint can be cancelled before the Sprint time-box is over. Only the Product Owner has
the authority to cancel the Sprint, although he or she may do so under influence from the
stakeholders, the Development Team, or the Scrum Master.
A Sprint would be cancelled if the Sprint Goal becomes obsolete. This might occur if the
company changes direction or if market or technology conditions change. In general, a
Sprint should be cancelled if it no longer makes sense given the circumstances. But, due to
the short duration of Sprints, cancellation rarely makes sense.
When a Sprint is cancelled, any completed and “Done” Product Backlog Items are reviewed.
If part of the work is potentially releasable, the Product Owner typically accepts it. All
incomplete Product Backlog Items are re-estimated and put back on the Product Backlog.
The work done on them depreciates quickly and must be frequently re-estimated.
Sprint cancellations consume resources, since everyone has to regroup in another Sprint
Planning Meeting to start another.
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Monitoring Progress Toward a Goal (Scrum Guide)
At any point in time, the total work remaining to reach a goal can be summed. The
Product Owner tracks this total work remaining at least for every Sprint Review. The
Product Owner compares this amount with work remaining at previous Sprint Reviews to
assess progress toward completing projected work by the desired time for the goal. This
information is made transparent to all stakeholders.
Various trend burndown, burnup and other projective practices have been used to forecast
progress. These have proven useful. However, these do not replace the importance of
empiricism. In complex environments, what will happen is unknown. Only what has
happened may be used for forward-looking decision-making.
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A burn down chart is a graphical representation of work left to do versus time. The outstanding
work (or backlog) is often on the vertical axis, with time along the horizontal. That is, it is a
run chart of outstanding work. It is useful for predicting when all of the work will be completed.
It is often used in agile software development methodologies such as Scrum. However, burn
down charts can be applied to any project containing measurable progress over time.
Outstanding work can be represented in terms of either time or story points.
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Cumulating the results of multiple Development Teams over multiple
Sprints produces a Release Burn-Up chart.
Velocity = The number of story points that the team can complete in a
given sprint
First couple of sprints:
•

Estimate stories using story points

•

Use capacity to determine sprint plan

•

Keep track of # of story points completed in sprint

Velocity can be affected by:
•

Unforeseen events (e.g. snow storms, illness)

•

Adding new team members

•

Removing team members
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Activity: Sprint Review
At the end of the Sprint, the Scrum Team and stakeholders review the output of the Sprint. All
Scrum meetings are time-boxed. The recommended time box for the Sprint Review is one hour
per week of Sprint duration. The central point of discussion is the Product Increment completed
during the Sprint. Since the Stakeholders are those who have a "stake" in the results, it is
generally wise and helpful for them to attend this meeting. This is an informal meeting to take
a look at where we are and to collaborate on how we might go forward. Everyone has input at
the Sprint Review. Naturally, the Product Owner makes the final decisions about the future,
updating the Product Backlog as appropriate.
Teams will find their own way to do the Sprint Review. A demonstration of the Product
Increment is common. The group often discusses what they observed during the Sprint, what
product ideas came to mind. They discuss the state of the Product Backlog and talk about
possible completion dates and what might be done by those dates.
The Sprint Review gives everyone present an overview of the current Product Increment. In this
light, it is common to update the Product Backlog as part of the Sprint Review.
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Ritual: Sprint Retrospective (Core Scrum)
At the end of each Sprint, the team meets for the Sprint Retrospective. The purpose is to
review how things went with respect to the process, the relationships among people, and
the tools. The team identifies what went well and not so well, and identifies potential
improvements. They come up with a plan for improving things in the future.
The team improves its own process, always remaining within the Scrum framework.
Sprint Retrospective (Scrum Guide)
The Sprint Retrospective is an opportunity for the Scrum Team to inspect itself and create
a plan for improvements to be enacted during the next Sprint. The Sprint Retrospective
occurs after the Sprint Review and prior to the next Sprint Planning Meeting. This is a
three-hour time-boxed meeting for one-month Sprints. Proportionately less time is
allocated for shorter Sprints. The purpose of the Sprint Retrospective is to:
• Inspect how the last Sprint went with regards to people, relationships, process, and tools;
• Identify and order the major items that went well and potential improvements; and,
• Create a plan for implementing improvements to the way the Scrum Team does its
work.
The Scrum Master encourages the Scrum Team to improve, within the Scrum process
framework, its development process and practices to make it more effective and enjoyable
for the next Sprint. During each Sprint Retrospective, the Scrum Team plans ways to
increase product quality by adapting the Definition of “Done” as appropriate.
By the end of the Sprint Retrospective, the Scrum Team should have identified
improvements that it will implement in the next Sprint. Implementing these
improvements in the next Sprint is the adaptation to the inspection of the Scrum Team
itself. Although improvements may be implemented at any time, the Sprint Retrospective
provides a formal opportunity to focus on inspection and adaptation.
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Rinse, repeat (Core Scrum)
The Scrum cycle repeats from here, for every Sprint.
To sum up, the Scrum Team's members, the Product Owner, the Development Team, and the
ScrumMaster collaborate to create a series of Product Increments, at short time-boxed
intervals called Sprints, meeting the Product Owner's acceptance criteria and the team's shared
"Definition of Done". They work from a Product Backlog. In each Sprint, they perform Backlog
Refinement, do Sprint Planning to product the Sprint Backlog, a plan for the Sprint. They selforganize to do the Development, using Daily Scrum meetings to coordinate and to ensure that
they produce the best possible Product Increment. They end the Sprint with the Sprint Review
and Sprint Retrospective, reviewing the product and their process.
Conclusion (Scrum Guide)
Scrum is free and offered in this guide. Scrum’s roles, artifacts, events, and rules are
immutable and although implementing only parts of Scrum is possible, the result is not Scrum.
Scrum exists only in its entirety and functions well as a container for other techniques,
methodologies, and practices.
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Requirements for Becoming a Certified ScrumMaster
We always submit your names to the Scrum Alliance the day after the CSM course. So you
can take the test on the day following one of our CSM courses.
The new web-based exam has 35 questions and no time limit but must be completed within
90 days of taking a CSM course. You will be able to bookmark questions, change answers to
questions, and even stop the exam, returning to it to complete the questions at a later time
within the 90-day period.
After completing the exam, you will be shown any questions you answered incorrectly, but
will not be shown a list of possible answers. This is an effort to balance the integrity and
security of the exam questions with the opportunity for people to learn through the exam
process.
If you do not pass the exam on the first attempt, you may retake it any time during the 60
sixty days following your CSM course. You may even re-take the exam immediately if you
would like.
If you fail the exam a second time, you will need to pay a $25 exam fee to the Scrum
Alliance before taking the exam a third time. The Scrum Alliance recommends that
anyone who fails three times, re-take the CSM course before attempting the exam a fourth
time.
PMI / PMP: Claim your PDU’s here: https://ccrs.pmi.org/providerdetails.aspx
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Some remarks from students about the test:
“They [problems] were mostly around the roles. They had multiple choice answers that
included the team which I interpreted to encompass everyone(scrum master, product and
developers) but they drew a distinction between team and the other roles. I think it was
just a formal line of the roles than I thought.”
“I just took my exam yesterday and passed also. My feedback on the test is that it is a
combination of classroom and the book. There was a lot of focus on roles and what occurs
at the different meetings. For example: what is the Product Owners role at a daily scrum
or who determines the amount of time a task will take. I don't think it is meant to be
tricky.”
“What I found is that the test is not that hard (at least the one which I got). About 25-30%
questions are tricky, but we can manage if we spend some time going through the
documents, and refresh our class notes. Following is what I did before taking the test (2
days).
•
•
•
•

Went through the Scrum Guide thoroughly few times (this is important)
Went through the course materials completely (this & refreshing the class notes)
Browsed the documents sent by Hubert (zip attachments)
Registered in scrum.org, and took their assessment test (this is free). (Found another
sample test questions, and gone through that also).

I also read few nice articles from Mike Cohn’s blog.”
“I am in agreement with other feedback. Reading the scrum guide and going thru different
articles will definitely help in taking the exam. The exam definitely carries some tricky
questions on the SCRUM and also has questions on AGILE Manifesto.
Some examples:
• According to Scrum guidelines, who is responsible for hiring or assigning a new person
into a Team?
• How does the Agile Manifesto address planning?
• Why should Product owner attend the Daily Scrum Meetings?
Though I did not take any sample exam, but did find help from reading the white papers
and articles shared by Hubert.”
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Suggested URLs:
SmitsMC: www.smitsmc.com
Home of Scrum: www.scrumalliance.org
Home of Agile: www.agilealliance.com
Core Scrum: agileatlas.org/
Scrum Guides: www.scrum.org/Scrum-Guides
Jeff Sutherland: www.jeffsutherland.com/scrum
Ken Schwaber: www.scrum.org
Mike Cohn: www.mountaingoatsoftware.com
Lisa Crispin – Agile Testing: lisacrispin.com/
Bob Martin – Development Practices: www.cleancoders.com/
Whitepapers:
“A CIO’s Playbook for Adopting Scrum” – Ken Schwaber and Hubert Smits
“Measuring Integrated Progress on Agile Software Development Projects” – Tamara
Sulaiman and Hubert Smits
“Five Levels of Planning” – Hubert Smits
“Agile and Complexity at Cisco” – Hubert Smits & Kathleen Rilliet
Other books:
Teamwork is an Individual Skill, Dr. Christopher Avery, 2001.
Waltzing with Bears, Tom DeMarco and Tim Lister, 2003.
Wicked Problems, Righteous Solutions, Tom DeGrace and Leslie Hulet Stahl, 1990.
A Practical Guide to Extreme Programming, David Astels, Granville Miller, and
Miroslav Novak, 2002.
The Art of Focused Conversation, Brian Stanfield, New Society Publishers, 2000.
Implementing Lean Software Development: From Concept to Cash, Poppendieck and
Poppendieck, 2006.
Lean Software Development, Poppendieck and Poppendieck, Addison Wesley, 2003.
The Pragmatic Programmer, Hunt and Thomas, Addison Wesley, 2001.
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